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The first season of the TITAN Business

Awards for 2024 has wrapped up, and

the official results for SLEEPM GLOBAL

INC have been revealed to the public.

NEW YORK, NY, UNITED STATES, June

26, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The first

season of the TITAN Business Awards

for 2024 has wrapped up, and the

official results for SLEEPM GLOBAL INC

have been revealed to the public. They

displayed exceptional traits,

distinguishing themselves from over

1500 nominated entries received

across 57 countries, including

renowned contenders from the United

States, United Kingdom, Australia,

Philippines, India, Canada, Singapore,

Germany, China, Denmark and many

more.

Hosted by the International Awards

Associate (IAA), the TITAN Business

Awards was established to celebrate the accomplishments of entrepreneurs and organizations

on a global scale. This year, the award has decided to shine the spotlight on SLEEPM GLOBAL

INC, crowning them as one of the most deserving TITANs, winning 8 prestigious awards in a

single season alone. 

SLEEPM GLOBAL, a trailblazer in the global sleep industry, is making waves with its unique,

technology-driven products designed to enhance sleep quality. With a commitment to innovation

at its core, the company continues to deliver sleep products that blend ease of use with superior

comfort and quality control.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://sleepm.com/
https://sleepm.com/products/


Central to SLEEPM’s innovative line-up is their award-winning Biocrystal technology. This

revolutionary breakthrough combines biotechnology and materials science to emit low-

frequency energy waves, enhancing sleep stages and overall sleep efficiency. Additionally, the

company's temperature-adjusting crystal blankets automatically adapt to the user's body

condition and heating preferences, providing unmatched comfort.

SLEEPM’s mission extends beyond products to include advanced sleep technology applications.

These tools offer users insights into their sleep patterns, helping them understand and manage

their sleep better. Included in these features are sleep tracking with intelligent analytics and a

sleep assistance application that provides sleep tips, relaxation exercises, and sleep-inducing

music, all aimed at improving sleep onset and quality.

With these pioneering solutions, SLEEPM GLOBAL is empowering individuals around the world to

achieve better, more restorative sleep, thereby improving their overall quality of life.

To ensure fairness, the competition used blind judging, where each entry presented by SLEEPM

GLOBAL INC was evaluated solely on its own merits. This approach eliminated biases and

allowed their true excellence to shine, elevating their award-winning potential to its fullest. 

Notable Achievements in Season 1 for the 2024 TITAN Business Awards:

1. Achievement in International Expansion 

2. Achievement in Growth 

3. Business Development - Branding, Advertising & Marketing

4. Company & Organization - Fastest-Growing Company of the Year

5. Company & Organization - Most Innovative Company of the Year

6. Company & Organization - Health Products & Services

7. Company & Organization - Technical Innovation of the Year

8. Business Development – Manufacturing

"We extend our heartfelt congratulations to the team at SLEEPM GLOBAL INC and applaud them

for their outstanding works," Thomas Brandt, spokesperson of IAA, remarked. " Their

achievements not only inspire others but also propel industries towards a brighter future, setting

a standard for excellence that others aspire to achieve”.

For further information, please visit https://sleepm.com/ or contact SLEEPM Global at

info@sleepm.com. 

About SLEEPM GLOBAL INC.  

SLEEPM GLOBAL fuses advanced sleep technology with millennia of ancient wisdom to deliver

the ultimate sleep experience. Their products combine NASA-grade materials with the world's

finest naturally occurring biocrystals, known for their energy balancing and soothing properties,

ensuring every sleep is comfortable and rejuvenating. Embracing both modern technologies and

historical practices, their mission is to enhance global well-being through restorative sleep. From

https://sleepm.com/biocrystals/
https://sleepm.com/


an initial idea in 2018 to transform the sleep product market, they have become pioneers,

searching the globe for unique crystals to create products that not only improve physical health

but also soothe the mind and elevate the spirit. Proudly crafted in America and Canada, SLEEPM

GLOBAL continues to push boundaries, improving lives one night at a time.
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